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Ã‚Â Everything You Need to Learn Spanish, Simply and ConvenientlyÃ‚Â Drive Time Spanish:

BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â€œAdvanced Level is the easiest way to learn Spanish vocabulary, grammar,

pronunciation, conversation, and even culture without a book. This innovative program includes

eight hours of lessons on eight CDs that you can use anywhere and anytime. Learn while you're

commuting to work, running errands, taking a trip with the family, or even while jogging or working

out! Drive Time includes: Ã‚Â Conversational lessons on eight compact discsA specially designed

"On-Ramp to Spanish" to get you speaking and build your confidence with simple words and

phrases right from the startPlenty of warm-up exercises, simple explanations, examples, and real

conversational practiceA CD of more than 500 essential Spanish words to expand your vocabularyA

128-page listener's guide with vocabulary lists, dialogue scripts, and a grammar summary for

referenceÃ‚Â There's just no better or more complete system of hands-free language learning!
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This claims to be an audio-only course, but it gives you new vocabulary on the CD without

definitions. The first CD is unlike the others. The person pronouncing the Spanish does it too quickly

and sometimes, not so clearly. After the first CD, the quality of the audio sounds like a cassette, not

even a tape. This is a poor way to learn a language. There are better audio courses out there.

This was the worse choice that I could have made. I tried using the CD's and had to quit after less



than 30 minutes.

ok

Very hard to understand

Really lots of fun! Great background music makes it nice to listen to, plus easy to register

"sound/word assoc" in my head. Even if particular segment might not be what you want to learn, or,

if you've mastered that conversation, it's easy to queue forward to the segment you want. Gives

alternative inferences, plus different local specifics (i.e. Europe vs Cen America).

The first CD was helpful because it really broke down the words for you and repeated it to help you

remember. The rest were basically worthless the instructor spoke way too fast and they tried to

throw way too much at you at once. Didn't really learn anything save your money

The 1st disk was easy to follow. When starting the second disc I felt like I had missed a lot of

information. Also starting with the second disc they give very little explanation on what they are

trying to teach you.

I'll admit - languages come easily to me. So I figured that learning Spanish in the car wouldn't be too

hard, and that I could pick up the written portions as I went along (I mostly wanted tourist-oriented

dialogue, anyway). Disc 1 was great. They presented words - repeated 3 times with time for you to

repeat, then sentences, then variations on the same sentence. By the end, you understand how to

form a basic sentence, ask a basic question, and give an answer. This format was great!Then disc

two starts. Every word is only said once. Some of them are never even used in following examples.

There's no theme (The first disc was focused on describing a car/van and objects you see while

driving). You learn the alphabet, then conjugate a verb, then learn some random "work" vocabulary,

then a little about the weather, then how to ask for directions - all in less than an hour. I'm really

trying to keep up with this, but I feel like I'm just parroting sounds rather than learning a language -

there isn't enough repetition for my brain to start making the connections and finding the patterns

that happen when you truely start to understand a new language.
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